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Jabra UC VOICE 250 Series
Discreet and portable UC headset

The Jabra UC Voice 250 is the ideal choice for those who
prefer the compact, behind-the-ear design and who
require excellent sound quality and a stable fit. A Noise
Canceling microphone and a flexible boom arm make
this snug, stable headset an ideal choice for professionals
using UC applications on the go.

Easy to deploy and operate

The Jabra UC Voice 250 headset is certified and optimized
for use with all major UC platforms, is USB plug-and-play
ready, and features simple call control through the in-line
switch on the cord. All this equals stress-free deployment
and fast user uptake.

Lightweight and portable

The Jabra UC Voice 250 headset’s compact design makes it
lightweight, comfortable, and unobtrusive. It is an ideal
choice for those professionals who prefer the behind-theear wearing style and who appreciate the ability to stow it
in a briefcase for use out of the office and on the go.

Crystal clear sound

The Jabra UC Voice 250 headset features crystal clear
wideband sound for voice calls and multimedia while the
Noise Canceling microphone filters out ambient noise.

The ideal headset for video conferencing

matter. Its discrete behind-the-ear design is out of the
way, making videoconferencing a more natural experience
for everyone.

Flexible boom arm tip for optimal positioning

The Jabra UC Voice 250 headset’s flexible boom arm allows
you to position the microphone ideally for optimal voice
clarity.

The Jabra UC Voice 250 headset’s compact design makes
it ideal for video conferencing use, where appearances
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Jabra UC VOICE 250 Series OVERVIEW
Variant

Variant name

Description

Designed for

Jabra UC Voice 250

Corded Headset for
Softphone

 A mono headset that provides USB connectivity to all leading UC
applications and softphones.

Jabra UC Voice 250 MS

Lync Optimized Corded
Headset for Softphone

 A mono headset that provides USB connectivity to Microsoft Lync.

Jabra UC VOICE 250 Series Product benefits
Crystal Clear Sound

Remote Asset Management

HD Voice – Wideband Audio

Remote Call Control

Jabra Software Applications

UC Plug-And-Play

Digital Signal Processing for clearer sound
Clear sound is essential for a good conversation not to mention
call efficiency and accuracy. Digital Signal Processing (DSP) in
Jabra audio devices will remove background noise and echo as
well as protect the user against sudden high peaks in volume.
Call handling time and potential misunderstandings are significantly reduced.
High quality audio for crystal clear conversations
Enjoy high-definition sound with HD Voice and get crystal clear,
intelligible communication. You get life-like, vibrant conversations where you can focus on the content and don’t have to
struggle to understand what the person on the other end of
the line is saying.
Easy device configuration and softphone integration
Customize and control your audio device settings with Jabra’s
software applications. You get full integration and remote call
control with the latest generation of softphones.

Noise Canceling Microphone

Remote mass deployment and device management
Configure and implement the company’s audio devices 100%
remotely from one central point. You get the latest features
and functionalities on one go with Jabra Xpress, a web-based
solution. You can also get a complete overview of all Jabra
audio devices installed in the IT network with Jabra Xpress’
asset management component.
Seamless integration between your phone and headset
Answer and end calls on the Jabra audio device with seamless
integration between your phone and headset. The remote call
control gives you the power to multitask and be productive.
With a Jabra wireless audio device you can control your call
even when you are away from your desk.
Plug-and-play with all leading UC platforms
Jabra devices feature intuitive call control and seamless connection to all leading UC applications and softphones. They
are easy to set up and easy to use, leaving you free from any
installation expertise or extensive training requirement.

Reduces unwanted background noise
Noise canceling microphones reduce unwanted background
noise and are ideal in crowded and noisy, open office environments.

PeakStop™
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Safe sound and superior hearing protection
PeakStop technology immediately removes potentially harmful
loud sounds or tones before they reach your ears and keeps the
sound level within the safe range to protect your hearing.
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